Bosnia/Republika Srpska: EFT’s TPP Stanari construction status
report, Dongang China up to the standards

Director of the Mine and Thermal power plant “Stanari” Ivica Jakovljevic said that the
facility of Thermal power plant, which was under construction, was very technologically
challenging, compounded by all the elements and had a number of facilities. TPP Stanari
new unit is contracted to China Dongfang company.
“We respect the standards both in the operation and in the environmental protection.
Maybe we will finish construction before the deadline that is set for the end of 2015th, when
should start trial operation”,Jakovljevic told to the reporters in “Stanari”.
He noted that the Mine and Thermal power plant “Stanari” entered the relocation
investment ofthe part of the regional road that it could be freely exploited in the open pit
Raskovac.
“We fully invest the investment and make the modern road with all the elements – paths for
pedestrians and driveways”,Jakovljevic said.
Director of Chinese company “Dongfang Electric Corporation” Jian Li Si Young stressed that
all works were under control when it came to safety and quality.
“When the Government of Republika Srpska and EFT choseus for the main contractor, the
first foundations were laid in May 2013th”,recalledYoung.
A representative of the company “MD Peric Company” from Bijeljina Luka Poprzen said that
the dynamics of work was outstanding, this was a new test for local construction companies
and new experience, considering the fact that after more than 30 years in the region would
be built such a facility.
The Mine and Thermal power plant “Stanari” today has visited the Minister of Physical
Planning, Civil Engineering and Ecology of Republika Srpska Srebrenka Golic, where she
met with representatives of the EFT group and the company “Dongfang Electric
Corporation”.
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